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INTRODUCTION

Thank you for purchasing The Euro Fractal Trading System: How To
Maximize Forex Profits Trading EUR/USD Fractal Breakouts.  I am really
excited about this project, because as a private trader, and Introducing Broker I
know how important it is to have a solid trading system with a strict money
management plan.  I also know that trading fractal breakouts is a cutting edge
technique that may give you the trading advantage that you have been looking
for.

Trading Euro fractal breakouts will be helpful for traders of all levels.  If you have
no trading experience at all, you will find The Day Trade Forex System eBook I
co-wrote  with Cynthia Macy helpful to get you started with Forex trading basics.
You can purchase it at our site:

http://www.daytradeforex.com

My colleague Cynthia also wrote the majority of our Advanced Course with
excellent trading strategies and specific tactics to reading popular technical
indicators.   You can purchase that course here:

http://www.daytradeforex.com/advanced.htm

The Euro fractal Trading System uses a completely different approach to trading
the Forex markets.  This particular trading strategy doesn't use any moving
averages, crossovers, bands, oscillators or momentum indicators.  Rather the
Euro Fractal Trading System uses key levels and fractal patterns.  I have found
this strategy to be very effective in my own live trading account.  It will also be  a
refreshing look at the markets for those who don't like (or haven't been
successful) with the traditional trend following systems and indicators.

I assume then that you as the reader have a grasp on the basic terms and
fundamentals of trading—opening positions long or short, stop and limit orders
etc. If you haven't done so then now is a good time.  Open a demo account with
CMS Forex.  Their trading platform is called Visual Trading, that allows the trader
to trade directly on the charts that you are following.  This is extremely helpful for
technical traders like myself.  They even have built in trading systems that are
customizable that clearly signal on your chart  whether you should go long or
short.  You can even program the VT platform to open and close positions for
you automatically!

Even if you are happy with your current Forex firm and charting package, it will
still be a great tool to download the VT platform.  It is a FREE unlimited demo
that gives you live data feeds.  You can even use it to signal The Euro Fractal
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Trading System and continue to trade with your current firm.

To open a demo account with CMS Forex, simply click here:

1. http://www.cms-forex.com  

2. Under the header click on the 'Sign Up' tab and click on  'Visual Trading
Demo'.

3. If you are happy with The Euro Fractal Trading System that I have developed,
as well as the VT trading platform and would like to open a live account with
me as your IB (Introducing Broker), then please use my link here to open a
live account: It will not cost you any commissions or money. CMS simply
compensates their IB's for new referrals.  

CLICK HERE to open a live trading account
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Here are some benefits of opening a live account with CMS:

• Execute orders and monitor your positions directly on the charts.

• Trade mini and standard lots on the same platform and account.

• Hedge - open positions on the same currency pair in opposite directions
without them eliminating each other and without margin increase.

• Minimum amount to open an account - just $200 USD, 200 EURO, 300 AUD,
300 NZD, 300 CAD, 300 CHF, 150 GBP, or 25,000 JPY. 
3 points spread on EURUSD and USDJPY. 

• Trade with no slippage.

• Receive 2% interest on unused margin directly to your trading account.

• You can choose to deposit one of 10 base currencies, and monitor profit, loss,
and all other calculations in your account in that currency! And withdraw it at
any time - without conversion.

• Build and program your own instruments for technical analysis, using your
own formulas, which will then automatically execute orders based on your
custom indicators!

        CLICK HERE to open a live trading account
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EURO BACKGROUND

The European Monetary Union (EMU) made up of 12 European countries
adopted the Euro as their national currency in 1999.  The EMU GDP is currently
valued over 6 trillion dollars making it the second largest economic power in the
world.  The Euro has developed a reputation of a stable and strong currency.
This has enabled the Euro/US Dollar exchange rate to be the most liquid and
commonly traded currency pair in the Spot Forex market.  The Forex daily
volume is 1.5 trillion dollars daily!

Because there are so many market players,  institutional and retail dealers, there
is always the ability to instantly get in and out of long or short EUR/USD positions
making it the ideal speculator's instrument.  

4 KEY EUR/USD BUY/SELL LEVELS

Before you trade the EUR/USD currency pair, I think the most important thing
that every trader must know are the key levels where traders tend to take profits
and open new positions. 

The key levels are when the last 2 digits of the EUR/USD exchange rate are:

00 : For example 1.2100

20 : For example  1.2120

50 : For example  1.2150

80 : For example   1.2180

Bank dealers often buy and sell at these levels.  They  are also extremely helpful
when looking for short-term intra day trading opportunities.  I found that taking
positions in the middle of the above stated levels often leads to less
profitable, and more unpredictable short-term results. Whatever your
particular trading system, you should definitely consider these levels when you
take positions and when you decide to take profits and set your stop loss levels.  

Examples on next page:
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The above example is a  5 minute EUR/USD bar chart.  I used a red line to mark
the key levels.  Notice how the price touches the key levels and either breaks
through to the next key level or reverses back to the key level that it came from.
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Check out the above example.  I set up a 5 minute and 1 minute bar chart side
by side with the key levels in red.  The key levels become support and resistance
1.2050, 1.2080, 1.2100, 1.2120
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Look at the price line now during the Asian session heading into March 30th.  The
price bounced between 1.2180 and 1.2200 8 times!  It finally broke up to 1.2220
and then back down to 1.2200.
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Moving on to March 30/04 European session and the US morning trade.  Notice
the EUR/USD exchange rate moved back up to 1.2220 back down to 1.2200 and
then bounced between 1.2180 and 1.2200 where it settled at 1.2180 before the
next move to a key level.
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Onto March 31, looking at the European and US morning session.  1.2220 held
support and moved up to key level 1.2250, to 1.2280 to 1.2300 back down to
1.2280 up to 1.2300 through to 1.2320 to move back down to 1.2300. 
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The Euro moved higher on April 1 during the European and Early US morning
session to give back some gains at 10AM EST after an economic news release.
Can you see how important these levels are when trading the EUR/USD?
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED SO FAR?

1. The EUR/USD exchange rate has key intra day trading levels
2. These levels are when the rate ends with '00, 20, 50, 80'
3. These levels are important to any trading system, including trading fractal

breakouts (we will be learning that further on).  One should enter trades at
these key levels and not in between.

Action:  Open up your VT demo account and set up your charts like mine above.
You may customize the colors in chart properties.   Set up a 5 minute chart on
the left hand side showing the 'ASK' prices, and set up a 1 minute chart on the
right showing 'BID' prices.  Use the horizontal line tool to draw lines at the key
'00, 20, 50, 80' levels.  Do you notice how often the key levels act as a
support or resistance, key pivots to buy and sell?  See for yourself.

HOW TO CHANGE THE COLOR OF YOUR CHARTS 

If you like a gray background to your charts like I do, then here is how you do it.
Right click on your chart and scroll down to 'chart properties'.  Click on the
'Spread Band' tab:

Screenshot on next page:
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EURO KEY LEVEL ECONOMIC NEWS RELEASE TRADING STRATEGY

Forex traders know the importance of economic news releases and how that
effects the exchange rate.  A positive or negative news announcement in the US
morning session can send the EUR/USD rate up or down extremely fast!  One
way to capture these large moves is to use ENTRY STOP ORDERS, on the key
levels that we just learned about.

Entry stop orders are an excellent way to get into a trade long or short
AUTOMATICALLY.  Often if the market is moving extremely fast (due to an
economic news release or geopolitical event) and you want to get into a trade, it
is extremely difficult to get the price you click  (live market order) because the
exchange rate is moving up or down so fast.  It is like trying to jump on a train
that is moving at full speed.

An entry stop buy or sell order places an order with  the dealing desk of your
Forex clearing house to execute your order when the exchange rate touches the
level you set the order at.   The CMS VT platform guarantees that these types of
orders will be filled.  Here is an example of how I use entry stop buy/sell orders
at  key levels on my live trading account.  (See next page)

The following link outlines the economic news releases for the week.  I find it
very helpful because it rates every release in terms of importance on a grading
scale of A-D.  A denotes very important down to D with little significance to the
markets.  It even lists what the market expects to happen with the briefing.com
forecast.

Click Here for the Yahoo Finance Economic Calendar
    
     http://biz.yahoo.com/c/e.html

1. Check the economic Calendar
2. Set your entry stop buy or sell at a key level 15-30 minutes before the

announcement is released.  Set your stop and limit on your order by right
clicking the order when it appears on your VT platform.

3. Check out the examples on the next page.
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Here is a screen shot of my live account.  At 8:15 AM EST I set an entry stop sell order
at 1.2300  (1).  The price at 8:15 was around 1.2320 and a very important news release
(US March Employment Payrolls) was going to be taking place at 8:30 AM EST.    I
knew that if this news release was positive, the exchange rate would drop fast as
dealers would sell off the EURO and buy US dollars.  So I set my entry stop sell order at
1.2300 with a stop set at 1.2315 and waited to see what would happen.  The news
release happened and the rate fell fast.  I made over 100 pips in a few minutes!  I would
never have been able to get into the market with a market order after the news release.
This entry stop order guaranteed that I would get a position if the rate touched it.
This is a very important tool for the Forex trader.
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HOW TO PLACE AN ENTRY STOP BUY/SELL ORDER?

On the CMS VT platform, placing an entry stop buy/sell order is easy.  You
simply right click on the level (on your chart) that you want to place your order
and this window will pop up:

Notice the current Buy/Sell EUR/USD level is at the top 1.2090/87.  Underneath
is where you would click if you wanted to put in an 'EntryStop Buy' order.  Using
this example if you placed it at this level, the dealing desk would execute a Buy
order if the exchange rate touches 1.2119.  Note that you need to be at least 6
pips away from the current live rate to set an entry stop/buy order.
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Look at the above example on 04/13/04.  The March retail sales were released
at 8:30 AM EST during the US morning trading session.  If you set an Entry Stop
sell order at 1.1950 (1) with a limit at the next key level 1.1920 (2) you could
have profited 30 pips (-3 pips spread).  

Using key levels with economic news releases is a smart and effective way to
trade the Forex markets.  

Let's now look at financial fractals and how they can be effective tools to signal
when the trader should go long or short at EUR/USD key levels.  (Starting on
next page.)
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WHAT ARE FRACTALS?

The term "fractal" was used first by the mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot. It
comes from the Latin fractus, meaning an irregular surface like that of a broken
stone. Fractals are non-regular geometric shapes that look the same (self-
similar) on all scales—close up or far away. Mandelbrot defined the term fractal
as ' a geometric shape that can be separated into parts, each of which is a
reduced-scale version of the whole.'  He also said that fractal geometry 'desribe
[s] the geometry of mountains, clouds and galaxies.'

WHAT ARE FINANCIAL FRACTALS?

Fractal geometry has also been applied to financial markets.  The observation is
that the same geometric patterns show up on all chart time frames, whether you
are looking at a daily chart, or an hourly chart or a 5 minute chart for example.
Self similar patterns repeat themselves, over and over in the financial markets.

Mandelbrot's book  Fractals and Scaling in Finance. Edgar Peters',  Fractal
Market Analysis,  as well as Dr. Bill Williams', Trading Chaos  have all been
important books on applying fractal patterns to stock and commodity charts.

The fractal patterns that we will be using with this trading system are outlined in
Dr. Bill Williams book Trading Chaos.  He introduced 'up' and 'down' fractals to
help count Elliot Waves (for traders who follow the Elliot Wave Theory of market
movement).  

I will be using Dr. Williams' fractal patterns and applying them to intra day swing
trading  and day trading techniques for the EUR/USD exchange rate trading. 
Here is my Euro Fractal Trading System hypothesis:

 
When the exchange rate ticks up past an 'up' fractal pattern or
ticks down past a 'down' fractal pattern at  EUR/USD key levels,
there is a high probability that the next key level will be reached.
The fractal patterns that I trade are always on the 1 minute
charts.
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WHAT ARE 'UP' FRACTALS AND 'DOWN' FRACTALS?

An 'up' fractal, using Williams' definition (Using a bar chart) is a bar high that is
higher than 2 bars before it and two bars after it.  The 'up' fractal pattern points
'up' like a tip of an arrowhead .  This is what it looks like:

A 'down' fractal is a bar low that is lower than 2 bars before it and two bars after
it.  The 'down' fractal pattern points 'down'.  This is what it looks like:

Here are some more examples of up and down fractals.  Some fractal patterns
can become more complex than others.  This system will focus on the ideal
fractal patterns taking 5 bars into consideration:
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Therefore, if you are looking for fractal patterns on a 1 minute EUR/USD chart
you will be studying the last 5 bars or 5 minutes of data.  If you were looking for
fractals on a 5 minute EUR/USD chart you will be studying the last 5 bars or 25
minutes of data etc.  I find that intra day trading the 1 minute fractal pattern
breakouts are the most effective fractals to trade.

ARE FRACTAL PATTERNS EASY TO FIND ON A CHART?

Ideal fractal patterns are simple in their formation and can be spotted quite easy
on your EUR/USD charts.   One feature of the Visual Trading platform is too
AUTOMATICALLY signal 'up' and 'down' fractals on the chart.  It does all the
work for you.  Here is how you can set up your charts to let the Visual Trading
platform find fractals for you.

HOW TO SET UP THE 'CHAOS FRACTAL' STUDY ON THE VT CHARTS

Screenshot on next page:
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1. Open up a EUR/USD 1 minute Bar chart and make it fill the whole screen.
2. Use the horizontal line tool to draw lines at the key EUR/USD levels, like the

red ones that I placed on the chart above.   (I Changed the default
background color of the chart by right clicking on the chart and scrolling to
chart properties.)

3. Now when you have done that, right click on your chart and scroll down to
'Add Studies', then 'Chaos Fractal'.  Your screen should look like this:  (see
next page)
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Now you can change the color and thickness of the fractal levels.   Add this study
to the chart and zoom in.  This is what your screen should look like:

Notice with the Chaos Fractal study that the yellow (I changed the color) dots are
on top of the last up or down fractal that formed.  The blue dots show the level of
the last 'up' fractal.  The red dots show the level of the last 'down' fractal.  If
these fractal levels form around the key EUR/USD levels that we have just
learned about, then we need to take notice when the level is broken.     

I have circled some of the fractals that appeared to help you notice the pattern.
Can you see the fractal patterns on your chart?
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WHAT ARE FRACTAL BREAKOUTS?

Fractal breakout patterns occur when the exchange rate breaks out above the tip
of an 'up' fractal, like in the above example; or when the exchange rate breaks
out below the tip of a 'down' fractal like in the example below.   When a
EUR/USD fractal breakout occurs at a key level on the 1 minute charts,
there is a high probability that the next key level will be touched in the
same direction.

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF TRADING FRACTAL BREAKOUTS?

• No moving averages, indicators, bands, or confusing oscillators!
• Easy to spot. 
• Many day trading signals.
• High probability chart patterns time after time.
• CMS VT Platform AUTOMATICALLY spots the patterns for you!  (Using the

'Chaos Fractal'  study on your EUR/USD 1 minute chart.)
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WHEN ARE THE BEST TIMES TO TRADE FRACTAL BREAKOUTS?

When the Forex market is at its most active, this is the best time to trade fractal
breakouts.  Here is a chart that I found very helpful at the 4x made easy site.
The Forex markets move the most when 3 or 4 equity markets are open at
the same time.  I find that the best times to trade generally are 3-6 AM EST
and 8-11 AM EST.  (Sometimes 11 AM-1 PM EST has some good trading
opportunities as well as dealers take profits before lunch.)    THE IDEAL
TIMES TO TRADE ARE IN THE PINK BOXES.  Look and find your time zone on
this chart and find out your optimum time to trade currencies.  Notice that only 2
equity markets are open during the Japan and Australian session—making it the
quietest and least effective time to trade.
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EURO FRACTAL TRADING SYSTEM EXPLANATION

When I trade 1 minute Fractal Breakouts, I like to have 2 charts open on my
screen.  I like having a 5 minute bar chart showing the 'Ask' prices to my left (with
Key Levels in red) .  This gives me a bigger picture of what happened during the
last hour or so.  Then on the right I have my trading screen:  a 1 minute chart
open with the Chaos Fractal study added to the chart with key levels in red as
well.

I watch the 1 minute chart and wait for fractal patterns to form around a key
level.  When the price breaks through this level +/-5 pips, I will go long or short
with a stop of 15 pips, and take profits at the next key level which is always 20 or
30 pips profit.   This means that I always have a positive risk/reward ratio.  Even
if the fractal breakout system is wrong 50 percent of the time, then I am still
profitable.  I always use stop loss and limit orders to keep me disciplined.

EURO FRACTAL TRADING SYSTEM RULES

1. The Key Levels are extremely important.  The price will fluctuate between the
key levels.

2. Always open a position at a key level. +/- 5 pips (The closer to the key level
the better).  If taking a long position wait till the exchange rate is > the key
level.  If taking a short position wait till the exchange rate is < the key level.

3. Always take profits at a key level +/- 3 pips (The closer to the key level the
better) If closing a long position refer to the 'Ask' chart.  If closing a short
position refer to the 'Bid' chart.

4. Always set your stop at 15 pips.  Always set your limits at one of the key
levels, which will be 20-30 pips.  This gives you a positive risk/reward ratio.

5. Never move your stop.
6. Wait till your stop is hit or your limit set at a key level is hit before you close

your position.**  Your losses should be the same every single time you
lose a trade (15 pips)!  Your wins should be 20-30+ pips every time you win.
It doesn't make sense to cut your losses or wins before these levels are
reached.  You need a positive risk/reward ratio in the long run to be
profitable trading Forex.    (examples starting next page)

**ADVANCED TRADING TIP--STOP AND REVERSE:  Sometimes the exchange
rate hovers around the key level waiting to break out up or down to the next key level in
a ranging market.  For example: you are long and the next key level failed to get hit and
the price reverses.  If you are in that situation you can try to stop your position (before
you get stopped out at +/- 5 pips of your entry) and reverse your position.  Set your stop
at 15 pips again and your limit at the opposite key level. ONLY DO THIS ONCE per
position.  If you keep on reversing your position and you are wrong, you will lose
because of all the spreads you have to pay for.  Remember you only have to win 50%
of the time to be profitable with The Euro Fractal Trading System.    
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Key levels are in Red.  5 Minute EUR/USD chart on Left.  1 Minute EUR/USD
Chart on Right.  

1. 'Up' Fractal Formed at 1.2324  (+/- 5 pips of key level)
2.  Exchange rate broke out above 'up' fractal 1.2325.  Go long.
3.  Take profit at next key level 1.2350
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Key Levels are in Red.  5 minute EUR/USD chart on left with 1 minute EUR/USD
chart on right.
1. 'Down' fractal forms at 1.2348. (+/- 5 pips of key level)
2. Exchange rate breaks out past 'down' fractal. 1.2347  Go Short.
3. Take profit at the next key level 1.2320 
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Key Levels are in Red.  5 minute EUR/USD chart on left with 1 minute
EUR/USD chart on right.

1. Key level 1.2300 was broken after US March Employment payroll news
release.

2. 'Down' fractal forms at 1.2205 (+/- 5 pips of key level).
3. Exchange rate breaks down past 'down' fractal.  Sell short.
4. Take profit at the next key level 1.2180
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Let's look at the above example from 9:20 AM-11:00 AM EST (US Morning
Session April 7, 2004)

1. Fractal forms around 1.2100 and breaks out.  Go long.
2. Take profit at 1.2120.  Another fractal forms at 1.2120
3. Price breaks out of key level.  Go long.
4. Fractal forms at 1.2150 
5. Take profit and take another position long as price broke out past the 1.2150

fractal.
6. Take profits at 1.2180

EURO FRACTAL SCALP TRADING STRATEGY

SCALPING FOR SMALL PROFITS USING KEY LEVELS AND FRACTALS

Scalping, or extremely short term trading techniques can be a difficult way to
trade the Forex markets.  Traders find it hard to be successful trading for 5-10
pips profit at a time.  My observation is that scalping for small profits can work if
you stick to rigid rules and strict money management.  This method is also
geared for short-term day traders who do not want to wait to close positions at
the key levels but want to look at making smaller profits a few times during the
trading session.  Stock index futures traders often take this approach to day
trading.

To use EUR/USD Key Levels to scalp for 7-10 pips profit, try these rules:

1. Open a position at a key level (+/-4 pips) once a fractal has been broken:
(exchange rate ending in 00,20,50,80)

2. Set your stop at 7-10 pips
3. Take profit at 7-10 pips
4. You need to win more than 50 percent of your trades to be profitable using

this technique.
5. This technique may come in handy in a ranging market void of any important

news to move the exchange rate significantly

Scalp example on next page:
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Let's look at the above example 1 minute  EUR/USD chart with the 'Chaos
Fractal Study' added to it.

1. At 8:00 AM April 12/04 an up fractal formed at 1.2079.  The price broke out
above it.  Buy and take a long position.

2. You could have closed your position here at 1.2090 for a 7 pip profit (including
3 pips spread)

3. If you hung on to the position you could have closed it at the next key level
1.2100 for a 17 pip profit ( including 3 pips spread)

4. Down fractal forms at 1.2080 our key level.
5. Price breaks down past key level fractal.  Sell short.
6. You could have closed your position at this level for a 10 pip profit.
7. If you hung on longer you could have closed your position for a 20 pip profit

1.2060.

'Fixed Ratio' money management strategy starting on next page.
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'FIXED RATIO' MONEY MANAGEMENT

Money management is the most important and overlooked subject in trading!

In my opinion, the best money management system for Forex/Futures traders is
outlined in great detail in Ryan Jones' book The Trading Game: Playing by the
Numbers to Make Millions.  In this book, he teaches 'Fixed Ratio' money
management.  This method he argues, will help any trading system as long as it
is profitable over time.

This is how to put the fixed ratio money management system into practice. 

1. Start with the total number of dollars in your trading account.  For example
let's say it's 1000 USD.

2. Now pick how many pips profit you need to achieve before you trade with
more lots.  Let's say 200 pips (10 pips/day for 20 trading days in a month
average).

3. Now start trading .1 mini lots (which is profit/loss 1 USD).  You would only
increase to .2 lots after gaining 200 pips.  When you gain 200 more pips profit
you would trade .3 lots etc...

4. Here is an example of how fixed ratio trading would work:

Month 1:     $1000 + (200 pips x .1 lot = $200 )    Total: $1200

You start with $1000 in your trading account and after 1 month of trading 
you gain 200 pips profit trading .1 lots.  You now have $1200 in your 
trading account.  You are now at the next level.  If your account balance 
falls below $1200 then you will go back to trading .1 lots.

Month 2:     $1200 + (200 pips x .2 lots =  $400)   Total:  $1600

You now start month two with $1200 and gain 200 pips profit trading .2 
lots.  You now have $1600 in your trading account.  You are now on the 
next level.  If your account falls below $1600 then you will go back to 
trading .2 lots.

Month 3:      $1600 + (200 pips x .3 lots = $600)  Total:  $2200

You now start month three with $1600 and gain 200 pips profit trading .3 
lots.  You now have $2200 in your trading account.  You are now on the 
next level.  If your account falls below $2200 then you will go back to 
trading .3 lots.

Month 4:      $2200 + (200 pips x .4 lots = $800)  Total:  $3000
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You now start month four with $2200 and gain 200 pips profit trading .4 
lots.  You now have $3000 in your trading account.  You are now on the 
next level.  If your account falls below $3000 then you will go back to 
trading .4 lots.

Month 5:       $3000 + (200 pips x .5 lots = $1000)  Total: $4000

You now start month four with $3000 and gain 200 pips profit trading .5 
lots.  You now have $4000 in your trading account.  You are now on the 
next level.  If your account falls below $4000 then you will go back to 
trading .5 lots.

Month 6:         $4000 + (200 pips x .6 lots = $1200)  Total: $5200
Month 7:         $5200 + (200 pips x .7 lots = $1400)  Total:  $6600
Month 8:         $6600 + (200 pips x .8 lots = $1600)  Total:  $8200
Month 9:          $8200 + (200 pips x .9 lots = $1800)  Total:  $10000
Month 10:        $10000 + (200 pips x 1 lot = $2000) Total:  $12000

Notice that gaining an average of 10 pips a day, along with fixed ratio money
management helps your equity grow asymmetrically.  Your $1000 turned into
$12000 in 10 months!  Notice that your trading system doesn't have to always
hit a home run, you simply need to average 10 pips/day in this example.  

If you wanted to be more conservative than the above example, you could simply
add more pips profit in the formula.  For example you could only increase
number of lots traded after gaining 400 pips instead of 200 pips like in my
example.  This would mean slower growth.  Try setting up a fixed ratio money
management plan before you start your next live trade!

EURO FRACTAL TRADING SUPPORT

If you have any questions about this approach to day trading the EUR/USD , or
would like more information about opening a live account, or would like to write a
testimonial for our website, please email us at:

support@daytradeforex.com

Best Regards,

Erol Bortucene and Cynthia Macy

The Day Trade Forex Team
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CLICK HERE NOW to visit our Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
for more trading tips and insights.
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